Considering the difference between high speed underwater vehicle and non-high speed underwater vehicle in the spectrogram of radiated noise, the researches on image edge detection and features extraction has been done. The SCQS(Straight-line Characteristic Quantity of Spectrogram) is definition. A method, based on image edge detection and features extraction, is put forward to get the characteristic quantity of high speed underwater vehicle and applied to researches of classification of high speed underwater vehicle. The experimental results show that the method, which can extract the features of spectrogram well, can provide a dependable characteristic to classification and early-warning of high speed underwater vehicle.
Introduction
Nowadays, many countries pay more attention to the research of high speed underwater vehicle classification and recognition. The key point of high speed underwater vehicle recognition is extract the features of high speed underwater vehicle radiated noise, distinguishing from the non-high speed underwater vehicle. The gray change of image can be measured and located by Edge Detection. Diffuse Edge Detection can preserve the image edges while smoothing out the mixed noise [2] . Edge Linking can link the correct edge of image by autonomous edge growing and restrained growing operation without increasing the noises in the same time [3] . Though Edge Detection is extensive applied in image processing and computer vision, it is relative lack of application research on extracting the features of spectrogram of high speed underwater vehicle' radiated noise. Classification and recognition of high speed underwater vehicle, which needs a comprehensive application of different kinds of classification methods, is a complex process. Considering the difference of spectrogram of radiated noise between high speed underwater vehicle and non-high speed underwater vehicle, the researches on image edge detection and features extraction has been done. The SCQS of vehicle radiated noise is definition. A method, based on image edge detection and features extraction, is put forward to get the SCQS of high speed underwater vehicle and applied to researches of recognition of high speed underwater vehicle.
The experimental results show that the method, which can extract the features of spectrogram well, can provide a dependable characteristic to classification and recognition of high speed underwater vehicle.
Analysis of spectrogram

Power spectrum of radiated noise
The spectrum of vehicle radiated noise is made by ShortTime Fourier Transform (STFT). The spectrum, which frequency on the horizontal axis and power intensity on the vertical one, is a oscillograph that shows power intensity of vehicle radiated noise changes over frequency. The STFT of discrete signal x(n) of vehicle radiated noise can be defined as
where ω is frequency andγ(n) is analysis windows function. According to the equation (1), the spectrum of high speed underwater vehicle and non-high speed underwater vehicle can be plotted. The contrast shows that the target characteristic of both spectrums is difficult to distinguish because of too much noise interference. The recognition is too hard to carry out.
Straight-line characteristic
The spectrogram, which frequency on the horizontal axis and time on the vertical one, is a 2-D grey figure that shows power-spectrum of vehicle radiated noise changes over time. The matrix of spectrogram F 0 , which is composed of M rows represent target radiated noise string of length N, can be written :
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According to the equation (2), the spectrogram of high speed underwater vehicle and non-high speed underwater vehicle can be plotted. High speed underwater vehicle, which spectrogram of radiated noise with big variation of gray level (Fig. 3, Fig.4 and Fig. 5 ), has a quite high rotate speed relative to non-high speed underwater vehicle.
Image Edge Detection
Extract 
Pretreatment
The Gaussian smoothing matrix F Gauss of F 0 can be get by choosing an appropriate function.
（6）
The edge gradient matrix F grad of F can be written : 
Features Extraction
The binaryzation of F grad can be done by appropriate strong and weak threshold. The strong and weak edge feature matrix F S,W can be given: (Fig. 7(a) ), while weak edge detection matrix F w contains most edge feature with many fake feature (Fig. 7(b) ). Fig. 7(d) .
Feature Calculation
The SCQS is defined in order to quantize the straight-line features of high speed vehicle. The edge growed matrix F final of spectrogram is:
（15）
The SCQS is： 
Analysis of actual measured radiated noise
Extract features and calculate the SCQS of actual measured radiated noise, including 57 high speed vehicles and 98 nonhigh speed vehicles, with this paper's method. The bar chart of high speed vehicles and non-high speed vehicles are shown in in Fig. 8 . That is, high speed vehicles and non-high speed vehicles can be classified well.
Conclusion
The researches on image edge detection and features extraction has been done, considering the difference between high speed vehicles and non-high speed vehicles in the spectrogram of radiated noise. The following conclusions can be made with analysis of actual measured radiated noise: （1）High speed vehicles, which spectrogram of radiated noise with big variation of gray level, has a quite high rotate speed relative to non-high speed vehicles. So high speed vehicles and non-high speed vehicles can be classified. （2）The experimental results show that the method, which can extract the features of spectrogram well, can provide a dependable characteristic to recognition and early-warning of high speed vehicles.
